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Abstract
CPU clock frequency is not likely to be increased significantly in the coming
years, and data analysis speed can be improved by using more processors
or buying new machines, only if one is willing to change the programming
paradigm to a parallel one. Therefore, performance monitoring procedures
and tools are needed to help programmers to optimize existing software running on current and future hardware, without having to redesign it completely. Low level information from hardware performance counters is vital
to spot specific performance problems slowing program execution. HEP software is often huge and complex, and existing tools are unable to give results
with the required granularity. I will report on the approach I have chosen
to solve this problem on CMSSW. It involves decomposing the application
into parts and monitoring each one of them separately. Both counting and
sampling methods are used to allow an analysis with the required custom
granularity: from global level, up to the function level. A set of tools (based
on perfmon2 - a software interface to hardware counters) has been developed
and deployed.
This document is a report concerning the work done at CERN on performance monitoring of CMSSW, using a 4-way analysis based on hardware
performance counters. I will present the Intel Core and Nehalem microarchitectures and the methodology used to analyse the software, the Cycle
Accounting Analysis. Next I will describe the 4 analysis approaches used
(Overall, Symbol, Module Level and Modular Symbol Level analysis) and
their complementary usefulness in performance evaluation. A few paragraphs
are dedicated to a basic explanation of the inner workings of the tools implemented.

Chapter 1
Introduction
The good old days, when Moore’s Law guaranteed a stable and transparent
computing performance gain each and every year, are over. Processor clock
speed cannot be increased anymore and, even if it could, it would not help
since memory is still far behind in terms of speed, it will not catch up with
the processor in the near future and it would be the bottleneck. Programs
are performance-greedy and, as they get larger and more complex, they require improved and faster hardware to run properly. The hardware improvements that are available today include: multiple processors, multiple cores
and NUMA architectures. Although all these are very promising, they are
definitely non-transparent for programmers, for at least two reasons: firstly
programmers need to write multi-threaded code, secondly, as the limited
hardware resources (caches, bus, main memory) are shared among cores and
processors, programmers need to constantly monitor how their programs use
these resources in order to avoid bottlenecks and to speed up performance.
Writing efficient and correct multi-threaded code is non-trivial and will not
be covered in this article. Instead we will focus on monitoring the performance of single-threaded programs, to find problems and inefficiencies in the
code, to optimize it and to get the most out of today’s hardware. This article and all the research done, concerns only the most recent Intel processor
families Core and Nehalem [1, 2].

1.1

Motivation and Goal

CMS software is huge and complex and it is developed by hundreds of physicists and programmers often unaware of performance issues. As pointed out
in the introduction, the reason comes from the fact that, for many years, expertise in this field was not required, because the ever faster hardware would
1
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compensate for it. The software produced is therefore suboptimal in terms of
efficiency and speed. Moreover, given the heterogeneous group of developers
of HEP software and its large and complex structure (hundreds of libraries
and thousands of classes), the job of the performance optimization teams is
more difficult than ever. Our goal was then to develop tools and procedures,
to help spotting the problems and finding the parts of code responsible for
them, so that they could be solved eventually.

Chapter 2
The Microarchitectures
2.1

Intel Core Microarchitecture

This section will give the reader a very brief introduction to the Intel Core
Microarchitecture in a way which is relevant to software performance monitoring and optimization.

2.1.1

Pipeline

Intel CORE Microarchitecture pipeline consists of:
In-order front end : fetches instruction streams from memory, with four
instruction decoders to supply decoded instruction (µops) to the outof-order execution core.
Out-of-order superscalar execution core : can issue up to six µops per
cycle and reorder µops to execute as soon as sources are ready and
execution resources are available.
In-order retirement unit : ensures the results of execution of µops are
processed and architectural states are updated according to the original
program order.
In the following we will present the main features of the front-end and the
execution core.

2.1.2

In-order front end

The front ends supplies a stream of decoded instructions (i.e. µops) to a sixissue wide out-of-order engine. It is made of three components: the Branch
3
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Prediction Unit (BPU), the Instruction Fetch Unit and the Instruction Queue
and Decode Unit.
Branch Prediction Unit
The Branch Prediction Unit helps the instruction to fetch unit fetch the
most likely instruction to be executed by predicting the various branch types:
conditional, indirect, direct, call, and return. It uses dedicated hardware for
each type. It enables speculative execution, and it improves its efficiency by
reducing the amount of code in the “non-architected path” (code paths that
the processor thought it should execute but then found out it should go in
another path) to be fetched into the pipeline.
Instruction Fetch Unit
The Instruction Fetch Unit prefetches instructions that are likely to be executed, caches frequently-used instructions, and predecodes and buffers instructions, maintaining a constant bandwidth despite irregularities in the
instruction stream.
Instruction Queue and Decode Unit
The Instruction Queue and Decode Unit decodes up to four instructions, or
up to five with macro-fusion. The instruction queue is 18 instructions deep.
It sits between the instruction predecode unit and the instruction decoders.
It sends up to five instructions per cycle, and supports one macro-fusion per
cycle. It also serves as a loop cache for loops smaller than 18 instructions,
enabling some loops to be executed with both higher bandwidth and lower
power.

2.1.3

Out-of-order superscalar execution core

The execution core of the Intel Core microarchitecture is superscalar and
can process instructions out of order. When a dependency chain causes the
machine to wait for a resource (such as a second-level data cache line), the
execution core executes other instructions. This increases the overall rate
of instructions executed per cycle (IPC). The execution core contains the
following three major components: a Reservation Station, a Reorder Buffer
and a Renamer.
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Reservation station (RS)
Queues µops until all source operands are ready, schedules and dispatches
ready µops to the available execution units. The RS has 32 entries. The
initial stages of the out of order core move the µops from the front end to the
ROB and RS. In this process, the out of order core carries out the following
steps:
1. Allocates resources to µops.
2. Binds the µop to an appropriate issue port.
3. Renames sources and destinations of µops, enabling out of order execution.
4. Provides data to the µop when the data is either an immediate value
or a register value that has already been calculated.
Renamer
Moves µops from the front end to the execution core. Architectural registers are renamed to a larger set of microarchitectural registers. Renaming
eliminates false dependencies known as read-after-read and write-after-read
hazards.
Reorder buffer (ROB)
Holds µops in various stages of completion, buffers completed µops, updates
the architectural state in order, and manages ordering of exceptions. The
ROB has 96 entries to handle instructions in flight.

2.2

Intel Nehalem Microarchitecture

This section will deal with the differences and improvements of the Intel
Nehalem Microarchitecture with respect to the Intel Core Microarchitecture.

2.2.1

Front End

The instruction fetch unit can fetch up to 16 bytes of instructions each cycle from the instruction cache to the instruction length decoder (ILD). The
instruction queue then buffers the instructions processed by the ILD and delivers up to four instructions in one cycle to the instruction decoder (ID). The

6
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ID has three decoder units that can decode one simple instruction per cycle
per unit. The other decoder unit can decode one instruction every cycle,
either simple instruction or complex instruction made up of several µops.
In previous generations of Intel Core microarchitecture macro-fusion support was limited to very few instruction types and to 32-bit mode, in Nehalem
instead, macro-fusion is supported in 64-bit mode, and many more instruction sequences are supported and converted into a single µop.
The hardware improves branch handling in several ways. Branch target buffer has been increased to increase the accuracy of branch predictions.
Renaming is supported with return stack buffer to reduce mispredictions of
return instructions in the code. Furthermore, in the Core microarchitecture
the front end would be waiting to decode the proper instructions until resources were allocated to executing mispredicted code path. In the Nehalem
microarchitecture new µops stream can start executing immediately as soon
as the misprediction is detected.

2.2.2

Execution Engine

The out-of-order engine supports up to 128 micro-ops in flight. Each microops must be allocated with the following resources: an entry in the re-order
buffer (ROB), an entry in the reservation station (RS), and a load/store
buffer if a memory access is required.
The RS is expanded to 36 entry deep (compared to 32 entries in the
previous generation). Like in the Core microarchitecture, it can dispatch up
to six micro-ops in one cycle if the micro-ops are ready to execute.

2.2.3

Cache and Memory Subsystem

Nehalem microarchitecture contains an instruction cache, a first-level data
cache and a second-level unified cache in each core. Each physical processor
contains several processor cores and a shared collection of subsystems that
are referred to as “uncore”, including: a unified third-level cache shared by
all cores in the physical processor and the Intel QuickPath Interconnect links
and associated logic.
The L1 and L2 caches are writeback and non-inclusive. The shared L3
cache is writeback and inclusive, such that a cache line that exists in either
L1 data cache, L1 instruction cache, unified L2 cache also exists in L3. This
is to minimize snoop traffic between processor cores.
Nehalem microarchitecture implements two levels of translation lookaside
buffer (TLB). The first level consists of separate TLBs for data and code.
DTLB0 handles address translation for data accesses, it provides 64 entries
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to support 4KB pages and 32 entries for large pages. The ITLB provides 64
entries (per thread) for 4KB pages and 7 entries (per thread) for large pages.
The second level TLB (STLB) handles both code and data accesses for 4KB
pages. It supports 4KB page translation operation that missed DTLB0 or
ITLB. All entries are 4-way associative.

2.2.4

Load and Store operations

Nehalem microarchitecture provides a peak issue rate of one 128-bit load and
one 128-bit store operation per cycle. It has also enlarged the buffers for load
and store operations: 48 load buffers, 32 store buffers. It has improved the
speed when dealing with unaligned memory access and store-forwarding for
most address alignments.

2.2.5

System Software

Synchronization primitives using the Lock prefix execute with reduced latency than in previous microarchitectures. Transitions between a Virtual
Machine (VM) and its supervisor (the VMM) have also been reduced in
processors based on Nehalem.

2.2.6

Power Consumption

Nehalem is designed for low power consumption while the system idles,
through the use of “C-states”, i.e. different levels of idle states.

2.2.7

Hyper-Threading Technology

Hyper-Threading Technology (HT) provides two logical processors sharing
most execution/cache resources in each core. The HT implementation in
Nehalem is much better compared to previous generations of HT implementations because Nehalem has a wider execution engine, more functional execution units, it supports higher peak memory bandwidth, it has larger instruction buffers and replicates (or partitions) almost all the resources needed
by the instructions of each hardware thread (replicated: register state, renamed return stack buffer, and large-page ITLB - partitioned: load buffers,
store buffers, re-order buffers, and small-page ITLB) with the only exception
of the execution units.

Chapter 3
The PMU and Perfmon
In what follows, we will understand what hardware-based performance counters are in detail, and we will show how we use them to extract important
information on how the monitored application performs.
Performance monitoring can be defined as the action of collecting information related to how an application or system performs [7]. The aim of
performance monitoring is to identify bottlenecks and remove them to improve software performance.
Hardware performance counters are the resource we use for application
performance monitoring. But what are performance counters? All new
micro-architectures include a special hardware unit called PMU or Performance Monitoring Unit that contains a set of registers called performance
counters (2 for Core and 4 for Nehalem). Access to the PMU requires kernel
support to read and write its privileged registers. These counters are able
to detect and count certain micro-architectural events from several hardware
sources, like the pipeline, system bus or cpu caches. These include events
such as CPU cycles, cache references, misses, instruction TLB (Translation
Lookaside Buffer) misses, system bus utilization, and other kinds of possible
events and states of the processor. Such events provide facilities to characterize the interaction between programmed sequences of instructions and
microarchitectural subsystems. In contrast to machine simulations, they are
available on most of today’s hardware and they do not require software to
be modified or recompiled. When properly used, they incur in a very low
overhead. There is an enormous amount of event types that can be counted,
so a big effort has to be put on deciding which events we should count and
how we should use them to understand the performance of an application.
In order to tell the PMU which events we want to monitor and when we
want to start or stop monitoring, we use an API called Perfmon2 [6]. This
interface was developed and it is currently maintained by Stephane Eranian of
8
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Google Corporation (though he did most of Perfmon2 related work when he
was working at HP). It is portable across many recent micro-architectures,
it supports system-wide and per-thread monitoring and, besides counting
events, it also supports sampling.
Figure 3.1 shows the layering of perfmon components. At the bottom
we see the CPU Hardware that contains the PMU. Perfmon2 interacts with
the PMU using a patched Linux kernel. In fact the vanilla kernel does not
include support for perfmon. The Perfmon2 library (libpfm) is divided in
two parts: architectural and generic. The architectural part is specific for
the microarchitecture used in the machine (in our case Intel Core Microarchitecture), while the generic part provides a common interface to the user of
the library. On top of Perfmon2 library there are the user space applications
that make use of the library. As said before, pfmon is such an application,
but also the performance analysis tool that we developed for CMSSW is an
other example.

Figure 3.1: Layering of perfmon components.

Chapter 4
Cycle Accounting Analysis
The Cycle Accounting Analysis is a methodology to analyse the performance
of an application and to find its weak points. It is specific for the Intel Core
Microarchitecture and was developed by David Levinthal of Intel Corporation. It is also the recommended methodology of the Intel Architectures
Optimization Reference Manual. Figure 4.1 illustrates the cycle decomposition schema of an application execution. According to it, the total execution
time, i.e. the total execution cycles of an application, can be divided into
cycles in which the front-end is issuing µops and cycles in which it is not.
The cycles in which the front-end is issuing µops can be further divided into
cycles which are retiring µops and cycles which are not. One example of
µops issued but not retired is when branch misprediction occurs, µops which
were issued and executed do not get retired since they belong to a speculative execution which did not prove correct eventually. So basically we have
three possible types of cycles: cycles retiring µops, i.e. doing useful work,
cycles issuing µops but not retiring them, i.e. doing useless work and cycles
which are not issuing µops at all, i.e. stalled cycles doing no work. In the
Core microarchiteture the stalled cycles can be further decomposed in 5 major components to better understand who is responsible for the lost cycles:
level-2 cache misses, level-1 cache misses (but with a level-2 hit), instruction and data translation look-aside buffers misses (inside the level-1 cache),
store-forwarding related stalls and finally stalls related to the use of length
changing prefix instructions which involve the use of the slow decoder. Instead for the Nehalem microarchitecture there are more stall-related events
that account for for the lost cycles. Nevertheless these can all be binned into
the following categories: data load related stalls, floating point exceptions,
cycles stalled due to long-latency divisions and/or square root operations executing, instruction fetching related stalls, stalls due to jumps and branches
[4].
10
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The aim of software optimization is therefore:
1. To bring the stalled cycles close to 0% by improving code and data
locality for example.
2. To do the same for cycles that are not retiring µops by minimizing
branches or use more predictable branching.
3. To reduce the number of cycles which are retiring µops by using vector
instructions where possible, and using faster and more efficient algorithms of course.
Doing so will result in fewer total cycles and therefore a faster application.

Figure 4.1: Cycle Accounting Analysis - Cycle Decomposition.

To give a more detailed overview of Cycle Accounting Analysis, let us now
see how it works in detail for Intel Core microarchitecture, since it is slightly
easier than in Nehalem. The first and most important event count for performance evaluation is the number of total clock cycles needed by an application
to terminate successfully its execution. This metric can be measured by the
event CPU CLK UNHALTED.CORE (aka UNHALTED CORE CYCLES). It is the
most important metric because it is the only one that has to be considered
at the end of any optimization process to see if we did a good job or not.

12
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All other events must be taken into account with the only aim to eventually
reduce the UNHALTED CORE CYCLES event count.
As all the cycles used by an application can be (roughly) divided into
cycles not issuing µops and cycles issuing µops, we need a way to calculate
them using performance counters. It turns out that the only event we need
to monitor in this case is called RS UOPS DISPATCHED, that is the number
of µops dispatched by the Reservation Station (RS) into the various execution ports. One useful feature of Intel Core Microarchitecture’s PMU is the
counter mask (aka CMASK): when it is set to something larger than zero, say
n, it tells the counters to count the number of cycles (and NOT the number
of events) during which the event monitored has occurred at least n times.
Therefore if we want to know, for instance, how many cycles the Reservation
Station dispatched at least 2 µops (in one single cycle) we would monitor
the RS UOPS DISPATCHED setting the CMASK to 2. In our case we just need
to know how many cycles the Reservation Station dispatched any number
(bigger than 0) of µops so we will set our CMASK to 1. So we have that:
Cycles issuing µops = RS UOPS DISPATCHED (CMASK = 1)
Another interesting feature of Intel’s PMU is the INV bit, that defaults to
0 but can also be set to 1. When the INV bit is set to 1 (and the CMASK is set
to some n bigger than 0), cycles are counted only when the event monitored
occurs less than n times. So, in our case, since we need to know how many
cycles the RS did NOT issue ANY µops, we also need to set the CMASK to 1
(because we are still counting cycles, not µops) and the INV to 1; therefore:
Cycles not issuing µops = RS UOPS DISPATCHED
(CMASK = 1 && INV = 1)
So the total number of cycles can be expressed as:
T otal cycles ∼
= Cycles issuing µops + Cycles not issuing µops
There’s no equal sign there because there are few situations that are not
properly considered in this analysis, such as whether the RS is full or empty,
or transient situations of RS being empty but some in-flight µops are getting
retired. Nevertheless the following equation should hold within a (small)
error:

13
∼
= RS UOPS DISPATCHED
(CMASK = 1) + RS UOPS DISPATCHED (CMASK = 1 && INV = 1)
UNHALTED CORE CYCLES

The µops that are issued for execution are not necessarily retired. This
happens when the µops are part of a speculative execution that ends up
being wrong: mispredicted branching is a good example. Those µops that
do not reach retirement do not help forward progress of program execution.
Therefore the number of Cycles issuing µops can be further decomposed into
Cycles non retiring µops and Cycles retiring µops. Unfortunately there’s no
event capable of measuring the number of Cycles non retiring µops. We will
derive this metric from available performance events, and several assumptions.
We define µops rate as:
µops rate =

Dispatched µops
Cycles issuing µops

where the quantity Dispatched µops can be measured with the event
RS UOPS DISPATCHED (without CMASK and INV). Thus:
µops rate =

RS UOPS DISPATCHED
RS UOPS DISPATCHED (CMASK=1)

Next we define the total number of µops retired as:
Retired µops = UOPS RETIRED.ANY + UOPS RETIRED.FUSED
Next we approximate the number of non-retiring µops by:
N on retired µops = Dispatched µops − Retired µops
Thus finally,
Cycles non retiring µops =

N on retired µops
µops rate

The number of cycles retiring µops is easier and can be calculated as:
Cycles retiring µops =

Retired µops
µops rate

14
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We also define the number of cycles stalled as:
Cycles stalled = Cycles not issuing µops
Therefore:
Cycles stalled = RS UOPS DISPATCHED (CMASK = 1 && INV = 1)

This methodology does not take into account situations where retiring
µops and non-retiring µops may be dispatched in the same cycle into the
Out-Of-Order (OOO) engine. Nevertheless this scenario does not occur very
often and the method used finds results that are a very good approximation
of what happens in reality. So finally we have that the three calculated
components should sum up to the total number of cycles, i.e:
T otal cycles ∼
= Cycles non retiring µops +
Cycles retiring µops +
Cycles stalled
So, for optimization purposes we have to keep in mind that:
• If the contribution from Cycles non retiring µops is high, focusing on
code layout and reducing branch mispredictions will be important.
• If the contribution from Cycles stalled is high, additional drill-down
may be necessary to locate bottlenecks that lie deeper in the microarchitecture pipeline.
• If the contributions from Cycles non retiring µops and Cycles stalled
are both insignificant, the focus of performance tuning should be directed to code vectorization or other techniques to improve retirement
throughput of hot spots.
We should now understand what part of the architecture is stressed by
our program’s execution and is therefore causing the stalled cycles that we
just calculated. One thing to note at this time is that events that cause stalls
can be counted using the PMU, but the count obtained is not the number
of cycles lost (stalled) caused by the event. I will therefore use the concept
of impact when talking about number of cycles stalled due a particular kind
of event. These are easily obtained by multiplying the cycle penalty of a
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certain kind of event (number of cycles stalled caused by that event) by the
number of events (of the same kind) counted. The following items discuss
several common stress points of the microarchitecture:
Level-2 Cache Miss Impact The Intel Core Microarchitecture has a twolevel caching system, meaning that a miss at the second level involves
an access to system memory. The latency of system memory varies
with different chipsets, but it is generally in the order of more than
one hundred cycles. Server chipsets tend to exhibit longer latency than
desktop chipsets. The number L2 cache miss references can be measured by MEM LOAD RETIRED:L2 LINE MISS. An estimation of overall
L2 miss impact calculated by multiplying system memory latency by
the number of L2 misses is only an approximation because it ignores
the OOO engine’s ability to handle multiple outstanding load misses:
L2 miss impact ∼
= MEM LOAD RETIRED:L2 LINE MISS ∗
system memory latency

Level-2 Cache Hit Impact When a Level-1 Cache Miss occurs, it does not
necessarily mean that the processor will find the data on the second
level cache. It may happen that the data required is missing from the
second level cache as well. Therefore, the number of L2 hits can be
measured by the difference between the number of Level-1 Data Cache
Misses and Level-2 Cache misses, i.e:

Level 2 Cache Hits = MEM LOAD RETIRED:L1D LINE MISS −
MEM LOAD RETIRED:L2 LINE MISS

As in the previous case to obtain the impact we have to multiply this
quantity by the Level-2 Cache access latency:
L2 hit impact ∼
= Level 2 Cache Hits ∗ Level 2 Cache latency

This formula, just like the one above does not take into account the
OOO engine’s ability to handle multiple outstanding load misses.

16
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L1 DTLB Miss Impact Another cause of CPU stalls are Data Translation
Look-aside Buffer (DTLB) Misses that occur in the Level-1 Cache. The
number of misses is calculated using MEM LOAD RETIRED:DTLB MISS.
Therefore:
DT LB miss impact ∼
= MEM LOAD RETIRED:DTLB MISS ∗
DT LB miss cycle penalty

LCP Impact LCP stands for Length-Changing Prefix. When instructions
of this type are fetched they require the use of the slow instruction
decoder. The event ILD STALL measures the number of times the slow
decoder was triggered, so:
LCP impact ∼
= ILD STALL ∗ LCP cycle penalty

Store Forwarding Stall Impact When a store forwarding situation does
not meet address or size requirements imposed by hardware, a stall
occurs. The delay varies for different store forwarding stall situations.
Consequently, there are several performance events that provide finegrain specificity to detect different store-forwarding stall conditions.
Three components will be analysed:
A load blocked by preceding store to unknown address can be measured
by the event LOAD BLOCK:STA. So:
Load block sta impact ∼
= LOAD BLOCK:STA ∗
Load block sta cycle penalty
The event LOAD BLOCK:OVERLAP STORE counts the number of load
operations blocked because of an actual data overlap with a preceding
store, or because of an ambiguous overlap from page aliasing in which
the load and a preceding store have the same offset but into different
pages. We have that:
Load block overlap store impact ∼
= LOAD BLOCK:OVERLAP STORE ∗
Load block overlap store cycle penalty
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A load spanning across cache line boundary can be measured by the
event LOAD BLOCK:UNTIL RETIRE. So:
Load block until retire impact ∼
= LOAD BLOCK:UNTIL RETIRE ∗
Load block until retire cycle penalty
So we have that these three contributions sum up to the total numbers
of cycles lost due to Store Forwarding mechanism problems:
Store f orwarding stall impact ∼
= Load block sta impact +
Load block overlap store impact +
Load block until retire impact

These constants were either directly specified in the Intel manuals or calculated by means of dedicated programs for the 8-core Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU
E5430 @ 2.66GHz.
In principle the sum of these five stalls contributions should give a result
very close to the total number of stalled cycles calculated before:
Cycles stalled ∼
= L2 miss impact + L2 hit impact +
DT LB miss impact + LCP impact + Store f orwarding stall impact
Anyway this approach has a few problems: first of all it implies a simplification since other kinds of stalls may occur besides the 5 categories we saw.
Secondly the impact in terms of cycles lost for each stall event may have
an error depending on the particular state the machine is at the moment in
which the event occurs, for instance sometimes a L2 miss may cause a 160
cycle dalay other times a 250 cycle delay (we have used an average value
of 201). Third, sometimes the sum of all impacts of different stalls exceeds
the total number of cycles not issuing µops, meaning that their impact was
overestimated or that some of them overlap. Some other times the sum is a
little smaller than the total number of cycles not issuing µops, meaning that
their impact was underestimated or that another kind of stall occurred and
was not taken into account. Moreover there are several components which
cannot be counted reliably on the Intel Core Microarchitecture. These fall
into three main classes: stalls due to instruction starvation, stalls due to
dependent chains of multi-cycle instructions (other than divide) and stalls
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related to Front Side Bus saturation. Finally, almost all event counts are
approximations of real events, although they are very good approximations
since the error is typically below 3%. Nevertheless, although quantities may
be over or underestimated they give a good insight as to which are the main
problems to work on within a particular application.

Chapter 5
A 4-way Analysis
There are 4 approaches that have been used to analyse CMSSW. These approaches are depicted in Figure 5.1. The first one is the “Overall Analysis”
that evaluated the performance of CMSSW as a whole, counting events regarding complete executions of cmsRuns. The second one is the “Symbol
Level Analysis”, it was also carried out using pfmon and analysed CMSSW
as a whole, but this time I had to use the sampling capabilities of pfmon to
identify the symbol names. The third one, called “Module Level Analysis”,
had to be implemented as a service of CMSSW, because we wanted to analyse how each module is performing and therefore we needed hooks to start
counting at the beginning of modules and to stop counting when the modules finished executing. This third approach gave some interesting results but
still we needed something that showed how single functions perform inside
modules. Therefore a fourth approach was used and was implemented using
a service as well. This approach, called “Modular Symbol Level Analysis”,
used the sampling features of the Perfmon2 library and led to a deeper and
more useful analysis of modules.

5.1

Overall Analysis

The Overall Analysis reports the performance of CMSSW as a whole, it
uses pfmon as the monitoring tool and it is based on the Cycle Accounting
Analysis described before. The Overall analysis is good for showing the
overall performance of the software and check if changes did in fact improve
it or not. It is also good to identify generic problems such as too many cycles
stalled or too many branch mispredictions, but it is not good enough to
locate inefficient parts nor to identify bad programming practices. In order
to address these issues we need other kinds of analysis.
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Figure 5.1: The 4-way Analysis.

The Overall Analysis is carried out using a bash script and an analysis program. The script is very simple and it is responsible for generating the raw performance data using pfmon as the performance monitoring tool. Inside this script pfmon counts the 13 events necessary to perform the Cycle Accounting Analysis and puts the results inside simple text
files. One thing to note at this point is that not all event counts are stable:
while some of them (like number of INSTRUCTIONS RETIRED) are fairly stable across different runs, others (like number of UNHALTED CORE CYCLES)
change quite a bit (around 3%) and may require multiple runs to get a reasonable average. That’s why the UNHALTED CORE CYCLES event, is counted
5 times in 5 different runs while all the other events needed are counted
just once. In a single pfmon run, up to 4 counters are used simultaneously:
2 fixed (UNHALTED CORE CYCLES and INSTRUCTIONS RETIRED) and 2 programmable. Next, the output files of the script are passed to the analysis
program. This program is responsible for extracting the data from the files,
calculating the analysis metrics, and finally creating the user-friendly histograms that show the cycle composition at two stages (at issue port and at
OOO engine) and the two-level stalled cycles decomposition: general stalls
and store-forwarding stalls. In Figure 5.2 you have a self-descriptive sample
output of the analysis program.
In order to create the graphs, I created a library called “dk graph” that
is based on the SDL (Simple DirectMedia Layer) library and on two of its
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Figure 5.2: Overall Analysis of CMSSW - Cycle Decomposition.

plugins: the PNG (for the output format) and TTF (for the True-Type Fonts
display) libraries. The “dk graph” library is capable of creating two kinds of
graphs:
BAR This kind is useful for viewing component percentages of a whole.
The bar is divided into colored parts, each of them proportional to
its contribution to the whole. Colours are selected automatically for a
better view.
REF This kind is useful when you need to display a certain value with
respect to a fixed low, medium and high reference values, allowing you
to set explanations for those three possibilities. Colors are green for
low values, yellow for medium values and red for high values.
The library allows you to create PNG files out of your graphs or just display
them of the screen. It can handle up to 12 graphs per view and each view is
optimized for the number of graphs chosen (the smaller the better).
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Symbol Analysis

Knowing that there is a high percentage of cycles stalled during a Level-2
Cache miss, is useful because it highlights the fact that there is a problem,
unfortunately it doesn’t say where the problem is and how to fix it. Therefore we need some other kind of analysis with a finer granularity. One of
the features, already discussed, of pfmon, is sampling of events. Sampling of
event counters works as follows: the event is counted normally, but when the
count reaches a certain amount (the sampling period specified as command
line argument to pfmon), the sampling buffer records the address of the instruction that was being executed in that moment; these addresses are then
resolved into their containing functions (symbols), so that it is possible to
find out how many times the sampling period ended exactly in this or that
function. This is more or less a Montecarlo method to characterize how large
a function is considering the specified event as the metric. So func a may
be larger than func b considering UNHALTED CORE CYCLES, but it may be
smaller considering INSTRUCTIONS RETIRED, in this case this may suggest
that func b does its work in a more efficient way. But, as we will see, much
more information can be extracted from sampling applications.
I called this kind of analysis “Symbol Analysis”, as it allows the identification of symbols (or functions) in which certain events occur. It uses pfmon
sampling capabilities and it’s useful to identify bad programming practices
and certain function behaviour (good and bad). As anticipated, in CMSSW’s
case (see Figure 5.3), this analysis shows something more than just the worst
or best functions, or the functions with lowest cache misses and branch misprediction. It shows a bad programming practice, that is heavy usage of
dynamic memory (de)allocation. Usually this practice leads to poor performance as calls to “malloc” and “free” primitives are expensive and should be
used cautiously, although this is nothing new to the performance community,
since dynamic memory usage has been shown to be a problem for CMSSW
by many people with many different tools.
However the symbol analysis is not good for everything. It would be good
enough for finding specific problems in the code if the application analysed
were small. However CMSSW is huge and there are thousands of functions,
so even if we now know that there are bad practices being used here and
there, we now need to find where they are used. So, we really need to
drill down inside the huge monster with finer granularity to find out how its
building blocks behave as far as performance is concerned. To enter this next
level, there’s no help coming from pfmon, but a huge help is coming from its
underlying library, Perfmon2 and from CMSSW framework structure.
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Figure 5.3: Symbol Analysis of CMSSW - Total Cycles and Stalled Cycles.

5.3

Module Level Analysis

CMSSW is made of a framework, an Event Data Model, and services needed
by the simulation, calibration, alignment and reconstruction modules that
process physical event data. The CMSSW physical event processing model
consists of one executable, called cmsRun, and many plug-in modules which
are managed by the framework. All the code needed in the physical event
processing is contained within the modules, so that the bulk of total CMSSW
execution time is spent during module code execution.
To monitor the performance of each module separately we need to find
a way to raise a flag when the module starts executing and to pull it down
when it terminates. Additionally a certain module may execute multiple
times in one single run (with multiple physical events), that’s why we need
a mechanism to monitor it every time it executes during a cmsRun. One
possible way (and, for some other piece of software, the only way) of doing
this is to modify the source code of the modules to insert the code needed
to start and stop monitoring their performance. Fortunately CMSSW offers
a much more elegant and simple solution to this problem: services. These
provide “hooks” that allow functions to be executed at a precise moment (a
state transition of the application) during a normal cmsRun. There are hooks
for almost any kind of state transition, but we only needed three:
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postEventProcessing Called after all modules have processed a physical
event
preModule Called before a module starts processing the current physical
event
postModule Called after a module successfully processed the current physical event
So putting the performance monitoring code inside these hooks allowed me
to generate counter results for each module separately. The corresponding
CMSSW service created is called PerfMonService.
pfmon could not be used in this case because we didn’t want to monitor
one single function (which is possible for pfmon enabling its trigger functionality) nor one single module (which would have been also possible using pfmon in conjunction with services). We needed to analyse every module, separately, in one single run. As discussed before, pfmon relies on an
API called Perfmon2 to program the PMU counters. So, in our case, a direct access to Perfmon2 was necessary. Using it involves setting up a few
configuration structures that are used by the library to program the counters, and calling the appropriate functions to start and stop counting in
preModule and postModule hooks, respectively. The other hook, namely
postEventProcessing, is only used to count the number of physical events
already executed, so that the start of the monitoring can be delayed after a
certain amount of physical events have already been processed, thus avoiding initialization pollution. This number is of course configurable by the
end-user.
Being a service, PerfMonService, can be enabled or disabled within the
python configuration file normally used by cmsRun users to do their analysis.
To make things easier, in order to use the service and provide the specific
parameters to it, one only needs to use a dedicated script to create the various
configuration files out of the original one, and then run another python script
with no additional parameters. This script will be responsible to start all the
cmsRuns needed. The end-user will not notice the difference between a normal
run and a monitored run, since the overhead of the performance monitoring
tool is really low (tipically below 1%).
The number of events monitored during this analysis is 17 for Core and 41
for Nehalem. On Nehalem it’s possible to monitor up to 4 events during each
run, while Core is limited to 2 events. Moreover, the various runs may be
executed in parallel on a multicore machine, with only minor and negligible
differences in counting results (well actually there are some visible effects on
bus-related event counts, but they are not used in our analysis). The output
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of these runs is a series of simple text files (one for each event) containing
raw counter data for each module. These files are then passed to the postprocessing analyser which reads the data and converts them to useful and
human-readable performance figures. To do so, it creates a HTML page
with a sortable table containing all the performance counts of events and of
derived events and other useful performance information for each module, so
that problematic and inefficient modules are easily spotted.
In Figure 5.4, one can see the partial view of the output of the analysis
in tabular form. The table includes much more information than shown in
the picture and it is sortable by any column. By clicking on any module of
interest, one can access the Modular Symbol Level Analysis described in the
next section.

Figure 5.4: Module Level Analysis of CMSSW - Partial view of performance
information data table.

5.4

Modular Symbol Level Analysis

Since pfmon, for its sampling functionality, takes advantage of the underlying
Perfmon2 sampling capabilities, we were also able to use this API for our
sampling needs inside our service. Nevertheless a few design issues had to
be taken into account: first of all, unlike pfmon, we needed to monitor ourselves (since PerfMonService is part of CMSSW indeed) and not some other
external process, second the sampling buffer is limited. Therefore we needed
to install an appropriate signal handler to get the data from the buffer and
flush it when the buffer becomes full. Another issue was the symbol (func-
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tion) name resolution problem: as we will see in the next paragraph, symbol
resolution has to be done using a two-step process, one online and another
offline. This is due to the fact that the second step is expensive in terms of execution time and uses external programs that might pollute the performance
data of the ongoing cmsRun execution.
Figure 5.5 shows in detail how the first step works. When the cmsRun
starts its execution, the service gets initialized since its constructor is called.
Then, just before the first module starts executing, the preModule hook function of PerfMonService is called. During this time all the data structures and
parameters needed are prepared and passed down to the Perfmon2 API in
order to program the counters to monitor the appropriate events with the
right flags (CMASK and INV), and the sampling process starts. While the
module is running, sampling data (i.e. code addresses) are collected inside
the sampling buffer. When the buffer is full an interrupt is generated by
the PMU and the corresponding signal is caught by the service, the module
stops executing its code and the control passes to the signal handler that
is in charge of: saving the sampling data to memory, flushing the sampling
buffer, resuming sampling process and giving the control back to the module that was running before the buffer overflow. This loop goes on until a
module terminates its execution. At this time the sampling stops and the
data collected by the sampling buffer is saved to memory. This whole process
reapeats for each module and for each physical event processed. When all
the modules finished processing all the physical events, the huge amount of
raw data collected goes through a first pass of translation to symbols. This
is carried out in the service destructor that uses IgHookTrace’s symbol()
and toSymbol() functions to find out (and save to gzipped files) temporary
symbol names, and most importantly library names and offsets of symbols
in libraries. These two pieces of information alone are usually sufficient to
find out the names of the real symbols, as we will see.
The second step takes place offline, i.e. while cmsRun is not running anymore. The various library offsets and library names, after all symbolic links
are resolved, are translated into symbol names using the symbolByOffset()
method of the FileInfo class of the IgProf library (developed by Lassi
Tuura and Giulio Eulisse). However the symbol names returned by that
method are not easily readable by end-users, and must be therefore demangled using a specific function: cxa demangle() of the cxxabi library. When
the symbols are correctly resolved their sample count needs to be updated
because multiple pairs of libraries and offsets may resolve in the same symbol, and their sample counts need to be summed up. Therefore an object
is created for each module containing the array of correctly resolved symbol
names and sample counts. Now we have everything: symbol names, libraries
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Figure 5.5: Modular Symbol Level Analysis of CMSSW - Flow-graph of service
event sampling algorithm.

and sample counts. It is time to put this information in a useful and informative way for the end-user. To do so, a HTML page is created for each
module and linked to the main table of the module level analysis. For each
event there is a result table ordered by decreasing sample count (along with
the percentage with respect to the total sample count of the module), featuring symbol name, symbol library and complete signature. Anyway not every
symbol resolved is displayed, that would be an enormous amount of useless
information. Only the symbols with the highest sample count get displayed
(the current default is to display 20 symbols per microarchitectural event).
Figure 5.7 shows the details for the UNHALTED CORE CYCLES event, that
is a table showing the functions responsible for the time spent during the
execution of the module code.
Now the level of granularity has reached probably the limit. It is difficult
to imagine how we could go further down, or if it is of any use at all. However the four kinds of analysis presented must not be considered mutually
independent, or worse, an iterative refinement. Indeed modular symbol level
analysis allows better and deeper code inspection when used in combination
with module level analysis. This is due to the fact that first you need to find
the troublesome and improvable modules using the module level analysis,
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Figure 5.6: Modular Symbol Level Analysis of CMSSW - Table listing modules
by sample count.

Figure 5.7: Modular Symbol Level Analysis of CMSSW - View of symbols inside
a module.

then you need to find which functions are causing the problems using the
modular symbol level analysis.

Chapter 6
Modular Analysis Models
This section deals with the details on how raw hardware counter data are
transformed into derived information useful for performance evaluation, for
Core and Nehalem microarchitectures in the module level analysis.

6.1

Core

Let us start with the definition of the following constants (specified in the
Intel manuals):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

= 200
CORE L2 HIT CYCLES = 14.5
CORE L2 MISS CYCLES

= 10
CORE LCP STALL CYCLES = 6
CORE L1 DTLB MISS CYCLES

CORE UNKNOWN ADDR STORE CYCLES
CORE OVERLAPPING CYCLES

=5

=6

CORE SPAN ACROSS CACHE LINE CYCLES
EXPECTED CPI

= 20

= 0.25

We monitor and we get the values of the following 17 microarchitectural
events:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BRANCH INSTRUCTIONS RETIRED
ILD STALL
INST RETIRED:LOADS
INST RETIRED:OTHER
INST RETIRED:STORES
INSTRUCTIONS RETIRED
LOAD BLOCK:OVERLAP STORE
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LOAD BLOCK:STA
LOAD BLOCK:UNTIL RETIRE
MEM LOAD RETIRED:DTLB MISS
MEM LOAD RETIRED:L1D LINE MISS
MEM LOAD RETIRED:L2 LINE MISS
MISPREDICTED BRANCH RETIRED
RS UOPS DISPATCHED
RS UOPS DISPATCHED CMASK=1 INV=1
SIMD COMP INST RETIRED:PACKED SINGLE:PACKED DOUBLE
UNHALTED CORE CYCLES

Using these two sets of raw data and the following formulas, we can derive
important and useful performance information:
• T otalCycles =
UNHALTED CORE CYCLES

• StalledCycles =
RS UOPS DISPATCHED CMASK=1 INV=1

• L2M issImpact =
MEM LOAD RETIRED:L2 LINE MISS

∗ CORE L2 MISS CYCLES

• L2HitImpact =
(MEM LOAD RETIRED:L1D LINE MISS −
MEM LOAD RETIRED:L2 LINE MISS) ∗ CORE L2 HIT CYCLES
• L1DT LBM issImpact =
MEM LOAD RETIRED:DTLB MISS

∗

CORE L1 DTLB MISS CYCLES

• LCP StallsImpact =
ILD STALL ∗ CORE LCP STALL CYCLES
• LoadsBlockedbyU nknownAddressStoreImpact =
LOAD BLOCK:STA ∗
CORE UNKNOWN ADDR STORE CYCLES

• LoadsOverlappedwithStoresImpact =
LOAD BLOCK:OVERLAP STORE ∗
CORE OVERLAPPING CYCLES

6.1. CORE
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• LoadsSpanningacrossCacheLinesImpact =
LOAD BLOCK:UNTIL RETIRE ∗
CORE SPAN ACROSS CACHE LINE CYCLES

• StoreF wdStallsImpact =
LoadsBlockedbyU nknownAddressStoreImpact +
LoadsOverlappedwithStoresImpact +
LoadsSpanningacrossCacheLinesImpact
• CountedStalledCycles =
L2M issImpact +
L2HitImpact +
LCP StallsImpact +
L1DT LBM issImpact +
StoreF wdStallsImpact
• InstructionsRetired =
INSTRUCTIONS RETIRED

• IT LBM issRatein% =
(ITLB MISS RETIRED/
INSTRUCTIONS RETIRED)

∗ 100

• BranchInstructions =
BRANCH INSTRUCTIONS RETIRED

• LoadInstructions =
INST RETIRED:LOADS

• StoreInstructions =
INST RETIRED:STORES

• OtherInstructions =
INST RETIRED:OTHER

−

SIMD COMP INST RETIRED:PACKED SINGLE:PACKED DOUBLE
BRANCH INSTRUCTIONS RETIRED

• %of M ispredictedBranches =
(MISPREDICTED BRANCH RETIRED/
BRANCH INSTRUCTIONS RETIRED) ∗ 100

−
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• P ackedSIM DComputationalInstructions =
SIMD COMP INST RETIRED:PACKED SINGLE:PACKED DOUBLE

• CountedInstructionsRetired =
BranchInstructions +
LoadInstructions +
StoreInstructions +
OtherInstructions +
P ackedSIM DComputationalInstructions
• CP I =
UNHALTED CORE CYCLES/
INSTRUCTIONS RETIRED

• localP erf ormanceImprovement =
CP I/EXP ECT ED CP I
• cyclesAf terImprovement =
UNHALTED CORE CYCLES/
localP erf ormanceImprovement
• totalCyclesAf terImprovement =
totalCycles − UNHALTED CORE CYCLES +
cyclesAf terImprovement
• iM argin =
100 − (totalCyclesAf terImprovement/totalCycles) ∗ 100
• %of T otalCycles =
RS UOPS DISPATCHED CMASK=1 INV=1

∗ 100/

UNHALTED CORE CYCLES

• L2M iss%of countedStalledCycles =
L2M issImpact ∗ 100/CountedStalledCycles
• L2Hit%of countedStalledCycles =
L2HitImpact ∗ 100/CountedStalledCycles
• L1DT LBM iss%of countedStalledCycles =
L1DT LBM issImpact ∗ 100/CountedStalledCycles
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• LCP Stalls%of countedStalledCycles =
LCP StallsImpact ∗ 100/CountedStalledCycles
• StoreF wdStalls%of countedStalledCycles =
StoreF wdStallsImpact ∗ 100/
CountedStalledCycles
• LoadsBlocked%of StoreF wdStallsCycles =
LoadsBlockedbyU nknownAddressStoreImpact ∗ 100/
StoreF wdStallsImpact
• LoadsOverlapped%of StoreF wdStallsCycles =
LoadsOverlappedwithStoresImpact ∗ 100/
StoreF wdStallsImpact
• LoadsSpanning%of StoreF wdStallsCycles =
LoadsSpanningacrossCacheLinesImpact ∗ 100/
StoreF wdStallsImpact
• Load%of allInstructions =
INST RETIRED:LOADS ∗ 100/
CountedInstructionsRetired
• Store%of allInstructions =
INST RETIRED:STORES ∗ 100/
CountedInstructionsRetired
• Branch%of allInstructions =
BRANCH INSTRUCTIONS RETIRED

∗ 100/

CountedInstructionsRetired
• P ackedSIM D%of allInstructions =
SIMD COMP INST RETIRED:PACKED SINGLE:PACKED DOUBLE

CountedInstructionsRetired
• Other%of allInstructions =
OtherInstructions ∗ 100/
CountedInstructionsRetired

∗ 100/
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6.2

Nehalem

Let us start with the definition of the following constants (specified in the
Intel manuals):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

= 35
I7 L1 ITLB WALK COMPLETED CYCLES = 35
I7 L2 HIT CYCLES = 6
I7 L3 UNSHARED HIT CYCLES = 35
I7 OTHER CORE L2 HIT CYCLES = 60
I7 OTHER CORE L2 HITM CYCLES = 75
I7 L3 MISS LOCAL DRAM HIT CYCLES = 225
I7 L3 MISS REMOTE DRAM HIT CYCLES = 360
I7 L3 MISS REMOTE CACHE HIT CYCLES = 180
I7 L3 MISS OTHER CYCLES = 200
I7 IFETCH L3 MISS LOCAL DRAM HIT = 200
I7 IFETCH L3 MISS REMOTE DRAM HIT = 350
I7 IFETCH L2 MISS L3 HIT NO SNOOP = 35
I7 IFETCH L2 MISS L3 HIT SNOOP = 60
I7 IFETCH L2 MISS L3 HITM = 75
I7 IFETCH L3 MISS REMOTE CACHE FWD = 180
EXPECTED CPI = 0.25

I7 L1 DTLB WALK COMPLETED CYCLES

We monitor and we get the values of the following 41 microarchitectural
events:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ARITH:CYCLES DIV BUSY
BR INST EXEC:ANY
BR INST EXEC:DIRECT NEAR CALL
BR INST EXEC:INDIRECT NEAR CALL
BR INST EXEC:INDIRECT NON CALL
BR INST EXEC:NEAR CALLS
BR INST EXEC:NON CALLS
BR INST EXEC:RETURN NEAR
BR INST RETIRED:ALL BRANCHES
BR INST RETIRED:CONDITIONAL
BR INST RETIRED:NEAR CALL
BR MISP EXEC:ANY
CPU CLK UNHALTED:THREAD P
DTLB LOAD MISSES:WALK COMPLETED
INST RETIRED:ANY P
ITLB MISSES:WALK COMPLETED
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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L2 RQSTS:IFETCH HIT
L2 RQSTS:IFETCH MISS
MEM INST RETIRED:LOADS
MEM INST RETIRED:STORES
MEM LOAD RETIRED:L2 HIT
MEM LOAD RETIRED:L3 MISS
MEM LOAD RETIRED:L3 UNSHARED HIT
MEM LOAD RETIRED:OTHER CORE L2 HIT HITM
MEM UNCORE RETIRED:LOCAL DRAM
MEM UNCORE RETIRED:OTHER CORE L2 HITM
MEM UNCORE RETIRED:REMOTE CACHE LOCAL HOME HIT
MEM UNCORE RETIRED:REMOTE DRAM
OFFCORE RESPONSE 0:DMND IFETCH:LOCAL DRAM
OFFCORE RESPONSE 0:DMND IFETCH:OTHER CORE HITM
OFFCORE RESPONSE 0:DMND IFETCH:OTHER CORE HIT SNP
OFFCORE RESPONSE 0:DMND IFETCH:REMOTE CACHE FWD
OFFCORE RESPONSE 0:DMND IFETCH:REMOTE DRAM
OFFCORE RESPONSE 0:DMND IFETCH:UNCORE HIT
RESOURCE STALLS:ANY
SSEX UOPS RETIRED:PACKED DOUBLE
SSEX UOPS RETIRED:PACKED SINGLE
UOPS DECODED:MS CMASK=1
UOPS ISSUED:ANY CMASK=1 INV=1
ITLB MISS RETIRED
UOPS EXECUTED:0x3f

Using these two sets of raw data and the following formulas, we can derive
important and useful performance information:
• T otalCycles =
CPU CLK UNHALTED:THREAD P

• L2HitImpact =
MEM LOAD RETIRED:L2 HIT

∗ I7 L2 HIT CYCLES

• L3U nsharedHitImpact =
MEM LOAD RETIRED:L3 UNSHARED HIT

∗

I7 L3 UNSHARED HIT CYCLES

• L2OtherCoreHitImpact =
(MEM LOAD RETIRED:OTHER CORE L2 HIT HITM −
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MEM UNCORE RETIRED:OTHER CORE L2 HITM)

∗

I7 OTHER CORE L2 HIT CYCLES

• L2OtherCoreHitM odif iedImpact =
MEM UNCORE RETIRED:OTHER CORE L2 HITM

∗

I7 OTHER CORE L2 HITM CYCLES

• L3M issLocalDRAM HitImpact =
MEM UNCORE RETIRED:LOCAL DRAM

∗

I7 L3 MISS LOCAL DRAM HIT CYCLES

• L3M issRemoteDRAM HitImpact =
MEM UNCORE RETIRED:REMOTE DRAM

∗

I7 L3 MISS REMOTE DRAM HIT CYCLES

• L3M issRemoteCacheHitImpact =
MEM UNCORE RETIRED:REMOTE CACHE LOCAL HOME HIT
I7 L3 MISS REMOTE CACHE HIT CYCLES

• L3M issOtherSourceImpact =
(MEM LOAD RETIRED:L3 MISS −
(L3M issLocalDRAM HitImpact +
L3M issRemoteDRAM HitImpact +
L3M issRemoteCacheHitImpact)) ∗
I7 L3 MISS OTHER CYCLES

• L3M issT otalImpact =
L3M issLocalDRAM HitImpact +
L3M issRemoteDRAM HitImpact +
L3M issRemoteCacheHitImpact +
L3M issOtherSourceImpact
• L1DT LBM issImpact =
DTLB LOAD MISSES:WALK COMPLETED

∗

I7 L1 DTLB WALK COMPLETED CYCLES

• CountedStalledCyclesduetoLoadOps =
L3M issT otalImpact +
L2HitImpact +
L1DT LBM issImpact +
L3U nsharedHitImpact +

∗

6.2. NEHALEM
L2OtherCoreHitM odif iedImpact +
L2OtherCoreHitImpact
• CyclesspentduringDIV &SQRT Ops =
ARITH:CYCLES DIV BUSY

• T otalCountedStalledCycles =
CountedStalledCyclesduetoLoadOps +
CyclesspentduringDIV &SQRT Ops
• StalledCycles =
UOPS EXECUTED:0x3f

• %of T otalCycles =
StalledCycles ∗ 100/
CPU CLK UNHALTED:THREAD P

• L3M iss%of countedStalledCycles =
L3M issT otalImpact ∗ 100/T otalCountedStalledCycles
• L2Hit%of countedStalledCycles =
L2HitImpact ∗ 100/T otalCountedStalledCycles
• L1DT LBM iss%of countedStalledCycles =
L1DT LBM issImpact ∗ 100/T otalCountedStalledCycles
• L3U nsharedHit%of countedStalledCycles =
L3U nsharedHitImpact ∗ 100/
T otalCountedStalledCycles
• L2OtherCoreHit%of countedStalledCycles =
L2OtherCoreHitImpact ∗ 100/
T otalCountedStalledCycles
• L2OtherCoreHitM odif ied%of countedStalledCycles =
L2OtherCoreHitM odif iedImpact ∗ 100/
T otalCountedStalledCycles
• DIV &SQRT Ops%of countedStalledCycles =
CyclesspentduringDIV &SQRT Ops ∗ 100/
T otalCountedStalledCycles
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• CyclesIF ET CHservedbyLocalDRAM =
OFFCORE RESPONSE 0:DMND IFETCH:LOCAL DRAM

∗

I7 IFETCH L3 MISS LOCAL DRAM HIT

• CyclesIF ET CHservedbyL3(M odif ied) =
OFFCORE RESPONSE 0:DMND IFETCH:OTHER CORE HITM

∗

I7 IFETCH L2 MISS L3 HITM

• CyclesIF ET CHservedbyL3(CleanSnoop) =
OFFCORE RESPONSE 0:DMND IFETCH:OTHER CORE HIT SNP

∗

I7 IFETCH L2 MISS L3 HIT SNOOP

• CyclesIF ET CHservedbyRemoteL2 =
OFFCORE RESPONSE 0:DMND IFETCH:REMOTE CACHE FWD
I7 IFETCH L3 MISS REMOTE CACHE FWD

• CyclesIF ET CHservedbyRemoteDRAM =
OFFCORE RESPONSE 0:DMND IFETCH:REMOTE DRAM
I7 IFETCH L3 MISS REMOTE DRAM HIT

• CyclesIF ET CHservedbyL3(N oSnoop) =
OFFCORE RESPONSE 0:DMND IFETCH:UNCORE HIT
I7 IFETCH L2 MISS L3 HIT NO SNOOP

• T otalL2IF ET CHmissImpact =
CyclesIF ET CHservedbyLocalDRAM +
CyclesIF ET CHservedbyL3(M odif ied) +
CyclesIF ET CHservedbyL3(CleanSnoop) +
CyclesIF ET CHservedbyRemoteL2 +
CyclesIF ET CHservedbyRemoteDRAM +
CyclesIF ET CHservedbyL3(N oSnoop)
• LocalDRAM IF ECT Hes%Impact =
CyclesIF ET CHservedbyLocalDRAM ∗ 100/
T otalL2IF ET CHmissImpact
• L3(M odif ied)IF ECT Hes%Impact =
CyclesIF ET CHservedbyL3(M odif ied) ∗ 100/
T otalL2IF ET CHmissImpact
• L3(CleanSnoop)IF ECT Hes%Impact =

∗

∗

∗
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CyclesIF ET CHservedbyL3(CleanSnoop) ∗ 100/
T otalL2IF ET CHmissImpact
• RemoteL2IF ECT Hes%Impact =
CyclesIF ET CHservedbyRemoteL2 ∗ 100/
T otalL2IF ET CHmissImpact
• RemoteDRAM IF ECT Hes%Impact =
CyclesIF ET CHservedbyRemoteDRAM ∗ 100/
T otalL2IF ET CHmissImpact
• L3(N oSnoop)IF ECT Hes%Impact =
CyclesIF ET CHservedbyL3(N oSnoop) ∗ 100/
T otalL2IF ET CHmissImpact
• T otalL2IF ET CHmisses =
L2 RQSTS:IFETCH MISS

• %of IF ET CHesservedbyLocalDRAM =
OFFCORE RESPONSE 0:DMND IFETCH:LOCAL DRAM

∗ 100/

L2 RQSTS:IFETCH MISS

• %of IF ET CHesservedbyL3(M odif ied) =
OFFCORE RESPONSE 0:DMND IFETCH:OTHER CORE HITM

∗ 100/

L2 RQSTS:IFETCH MISS

• %of IF ET CHesservedbyL3(CleanSnoop) =
∗ 100/

OFFCORE RESPONSE 0:DMND IFETCH:OTHER CORE HIT SNP
L2 RQSTS:IFETCH MISS

• %of IF ET CHesservedbyRemoteL2 =
OFFCORE RESPONSE 0:DMND IFETCH:REMOTE CACHE FWD

∗ 100/

L2 RQSTS:IFETCH MISS

• %of IF ET CHesservedbyRemoteDRAM =
OFFCORE RESPONSE 0:DMND IFETCH:REMOTE DRAM

∗ 100/

L2 RQSTS:IFETCH MISS

• %of IF ET CHesservedbyL3(N oSnoop) =
OFFCORE RESPONSE 0:DMND IFETCH:UNCORE HIT
L2 RQSTS:IFETCH MISS

∗ 100/
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• %of L2IF ET CHmisses =
L2 RQSTS:IFETCH MISS ∗ 100/
(L2 RQSTS:IFETCH MISS +
L2 RQSTS:IFETCH HIT)
• L1IT LBM issImpact =
ITLB MISSES:WALK COMPLETED

∗

I7 L1 ITLB WALK COMPLETED CYCLES

• T otalBranchInstructionsExecuted =
BR INST EXEC:ANY

• %of M ispredictedBranches =
BR MISP EXEC:ANY ∗ 100/
BR INST EXEC:ANY

• DirectN earCalls%of T otalBranchesExecuted =
BR INST EXEC:DIRECT NEAR CALL ∗ 100/
T otalBranchInstructionsExecuted
• IndirectN earCalls%of T otalBranchesExecuted =
BR INST EXEC:INDIRECT NEAR CALL ∗ 100/
T otalBranchInstructionsExecuted
• IndirectN earN on − Calls%of T otalBranchesExecuted =
BR INST EXEC:INDIRECT NON CALL ∗ 100/
T otalBranchInstructionsExecuted
• AllN earCalls%of T otalBranchesExecuted =
BR INST EXEC:NEAR CALLS ∗ 100/
T otalBranchInstructionsExecuted
• AllN onCalls%of T otalBranchesExecuted =
BR INST EXEC:NON CALLS ∗ 100/
T otalBranchInstructionsExecuted
• AllReturns%of T otalBranchesExecuted =
BR INST EXEC:RETURN NEAR ∗ 100/
T otalBranchInstructionsExecuted
• T otalBranchInstructionsRetired =
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BR INST RETIRED:ALL BRANCHES

• Conditionals%of T otalBranchesRetired =
BR INST RETIRED:CONDITIONAL ∗ 100/
T otalBranchInstructionsRetired
• N earCalls%of T otalBranchesRetired =
BR INST RETIRED:NEAR CALL ∗ 100/
T otalBranchInstructionsRetired
• InstructionStarvation%of T otalCycles =
(UOPS ISSUED:ANY CMASK=1 INV=1 −
RESOURCE STALLS:ANY) ∗ 100/CPU CLK UNHALTED:THREAD P
• %of T otalCyclesspenthandlingF P exceptions =
UOPS DECODED:MS CMASK=1 ∗ 100/
CPU CLK UNHALTED:THREAD P

• #of InstructionsperCall =
INST RETIRED:ANY P/
BR INST EXEC:NEAR CALLS

• InstructionsRetired =
INST RETIRED:ANY P

• IT LBM issRatein% =
(ITLB MISS RETIRED/
INST RETIRED:ANY P) ∗ 100
• BranchInstructions =
BR INST RETIRED:ALL BRANCHES

• LoadInstructions =
MEM INST RETIRED:LOADS

• StoreInstructions =
MEM INST RETIRED:STORES

• OtherInstructions =
InstructionsRetired − MEM INST RETIRED:LOADS −
MEM INST RETIRED:STORES − BR INST RETIRED:ALL BRANCHES
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• P ackedU OP SRetired =
SSEX UOPS RETIRED:PACKED DOUBLE

+

SSEX UOPS RETIRED:PACKED SINGLE

• CP I =
CPU CLK UNHALTED:THREAD P/INST RETIRED:ANY P

• localP erf ormanceImprovement =
CP I/EXP ECT ED CP I
• cyclesAf terImprovement =
CPU CLK UNHALTED:THREAD P/localP erf ormanceImprovement

• totalCyclesAf terImprovement =
totalCycles − CPU CLK UNHALTED:THREAD P +
cyclesAf terImprovement
• iM argin =
100 − (totalCyclesAf terImprovement/totalCycles) ∗ 100
• Load%of allInstructions =
MEM INST RETIRED:LOADS ∗ 100/
INST RETIRED:ANY P

• Store%of allInstructions =
MEM INST RETIRED:STORES

∗ 100/

INST RETIRED:ANY P

• Branch%of allInstructions =
BR INST RETIRED:ALL BRANCHES
INST RETIRED:ANY P

• Other%of allInstructions =
OtherInstructions ∗ 100/
INST RETIRED:ANY P

• P acked%of allU OP SRetired =
P ackedU OP SRetired ∗ 100/
UOPS RETIRED:ANY

∗ 100/
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In Table 6.1 one can see the summary of the information calculated by
the above formulas, and displayed in the module level analysis HTML result
table.
BASIC STATS

IMPROVEMENT OPPORTUNITY
BASIC STALL STATS

INSTRUCTION USEFUL INFO
FLOATING POINT EX.
LOAD OPS STALLS

ITLB MISSES

Total Cycles
Instructions Retired
CPI
iMargin
iFactor
Stalled Cycles
% of Total Cycles
Total Counted Stalled Cycles
Instruction Starvation
# of Instructions per Call
% of cycles handling FP ex.
L2 Hit
L3 Unshared Hit
L2 Other Core Hit
L2 Other Core Hit Modified
L3 Miss -> Local DRAM Hit
L3 Miss -> Remote DRAM Hit
L3 Miss -> Remote Cache Hit
L1 ITLB Miss Impact
ITLB Miss Rate

DTLB MISSES
DIV & SQRT STALLS
L2 IFETCH MISSES

BRANCHES, CALLS & RETS

INSTRUCTION STATS

L1 DTLB Miss Impact
L1 DTLB Miss % of Load Stalls
Cycles executing DIV & SQRT Ops
Total L2 IFETCH misses
IFes served by Local DRAM
IFes served by L3 (Modified)
IFes served by L3 (Clean Snoop)
IFes served by Remote L2
IFes served by Remote DRAM
IFes served by L3 (No Snoop)
Total Branches Executed
% of Mispredicted Branches
Direct Near Calls
Indirect Near Calls
Indirect Near Non-Calls
All Near Calls
All Non Calls
All Returns
Conditionals
Branches, Loads, Stores, Packed

Table 6.1: Types of micro-architectural events monitored

Chapter 7
Conclusions
In this short report I introduced performance monitoring with hardware performance counters, and the 4-way analysis that we used to evaluate the performance of CMSSW and of its modules: overall, symbol, module level and
modular symbol level analysis. We saw how Cycle Accounting Analysis, used
in all our analysis approaches, gives a good insight on how a specific application performs by means of decomposition of cycles and most importantly
of stalled cycles. We highlighted the need of using the 4 different approaches
simultaneously in order to take advantage of their complementary informative capabilities. All the approaches rely directly or indirectly on Perfmon2
interface to the PMU, and use both counting and sampling capabilities. This
report was specific for CMSSW, but the same set of tools has been implemented for Gaudi and Geant4.
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